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Snake jokes humor

What's snakes' favorite dance? The Mamba! What kind of snake keeps his car cleanest? Windshield viper! Which snake is a member of the group? The RATTLEsnake! What do you get when you pass a snake and pie?  A PIE-THON! What did the naughty little diamond back say to her sister? Don't be
such a rattletail! What does an exhibitionist snake wear on the beach? A pitong. How about a joke-telling yearning? Monty Python. How do you measure a snake? Inch by inch. He's got no feet! Did you hear about the snake love letter? He sealed it with a feeling. Are you sure which river you can find
snakes in?  Hiss-Issippi River!  What do you think of a government-ed? A civilian snake! What did the snake give his wife?  Good night feel!  What kind of bird would you buy if you'd gone through a snake with robin? A swallow! Why did the snake laugh so much at crying? He thought the joke was hissy!
What clothes can the brother share? Co-bras! What does a snake shoot? Boa and arrow! What's the wrong time to convince a snake? He's throwing a hissy fit. How do you know it's time to buy a new pair of shoes? When old people have snake eyes. Why don't snakes have to weigh themselves?
Because they have their own scale. What is the most popular snake dialect? Boomslang, come here! What do they do after the fight?  Hiss and makeup!  What does it use to cut paper?  Scissors-ors!  How about a selfie with a rattlesnake? A misssss-take. Why was the Mongoe listening to Taylor Swift?
Snake was trying to do It Off. What kind of snake is completely different? A Monty Python. What does a baby mongogogod give you? Rattlesnake. Why did Cobra ask a man out? Because he was a snake player. Why did Meerkat die? Because he trusted a bird in the grass. Have you heard of the man
who overtly overtly overtly killed the snake mafia? He felt death. How about a yearning to build something?  A boa maker!  How about a yearning for a dressless one? Snaked. How about a desert-only yearning? A pie-thon. What's a snake's favorite subject?  Hiss-tory!  What kind of snake does a baby
play with?  Rattlesnake!  What's a snake's favorite school subject?  Math, because it's a collector!  Why did the snake cross the road?  To get the other sssside! Back: Animal Jokes Q: Are you sure which river snake to find? A: Hiss-Issippi River! Q: What is snakes' favorite dance? A: Mamba Q: What do
you call a government-working yearning? A: A civilian snake! Q: What did the snake give his wife? A: Good night feel! Q: Why did the snake's wife file for divorce? A: Ereptile Disfunction. Q: What did the naughty little diamondback say about his older sister? A: Don't be such a rattletail! Q: What does an
exhibitionist snake wear on the beach? A: A Q: What do you say to a telling a joke? A: Monty Python. Q: How do you measure a snake? A: In inches. He's got no feet! Q: Have you heard of the snake love letter? A: Sealed with a feel. Q: If you had gone through a snake with robin, what kind of bird would
you buy? A: A swallow! Q: Why didn't the female snake have a baby? A: Because he had a hiss-terektomy! Q: Why did the snake laugh so much when he started crying? A: I thought he was joking his-terical Q: Why are snakes so good at rapping? A: There's hunting rap! Q: What do you say to a reptile
playing baseball? A: Snake Arrieta. Q: What clothes can the brother share? A: Co-bras! Q: How does a snake shoot something? A: With a boa and arrow! Q: What is the wrong time to convince a snake? A: When adjusting to a hissy. Q: How do you know it's time to buy a new pair of shoes? A: When your
elders have snake eyes. Q: What kind of snake keeps his car cleanest? A: A windshield viper! Q: Have you heard about two snakes in love but related? A: They were hissing cousins. Q: Which snake is a member of the group? A: RATTLEsnake! Q: What do you get when you get past a snake and pie? A:
A PIE-THON! Q: Why don't they weigh themselves? A: Because they have their own scale. Q: How can you revive a snake that looks dead? A: With mouse-to-mouth animation! Q: What is the most popular snake dialect? A: Boomslang! Q: What do they do after they fight? A: Hiss and makeup! Q: What
does it use to cut paper? A: Scissor-ors! Q: How about taking a selfie with the rattlesnake? A: A misssss-take. Q: Have you heard of the man who overtly overtly overtly killed the snake mafia? A: He was given the hiss of death. Q: What do you say to a yearning to build something? A: A boa maker! Q:
What do you call a clothesless yearning? A: Snaked. Q: What do you say to a desert-only eater? A: A cake-thon. Q: What's a snake's favorite subject? A: Hiss-tory! Q: What kind of snake does a baby play with? A: A rattlesnake! Q: What's a snake's favorite school subject? A: Math, because it's an
aggregator! Q: Why did the snake cross the road? A: To get the other s-s-s-side! Q: Why was the mongoe listening to Taylor Swift? A: Snake was trying to make It Off. Q: What kind of snake is completely different? A: A Monty Python. Q: What do you give a baby mongogod? A: A rattlesnake. Q: Why did
Cobra ask a man out? A: Because he was a snake player. Q: Why did Meerkat die? A: Because he trusted a bird in the grass. Q: What did Samuel L Jackson do in the sky? A: Snake is a world record on a plane. A sheep, a drum and a snake fall off a cliff. What do they sound like? Baaa-Dum-Tssss!
They found a new species of rattlesnake that can't produce poison. They say it has a reptilian function! Religious Cowboy Lost his favorite Bible while repairing a devout cowboy. Range. Three weeks later, a snake walked up to him carrying a Bible in his mouth. The cowboy couldn't believe his eyes. He
pulled the precious book out of the snake's mouth, raised his eyes to heaven and shouted, It's a miracle! Not really, said the snake. Your name's on the cover. Drinking Night A man and his pet snake walk into a bar. Around 5:00 p.m., but they're ready for a good night. They start slowly, watch TV, drink
beer, eat peanuts. As the night progresses, they move on to mixed drinks, then shooters, one after the other. Finally, the bartender says: Last call. I mean, the guy says, another one for me... And another one for my snake. The bartender's preparing them, and they fought back. Suddenly, the snake fell
dead. The guy throws some money in the bar, put on his coat and starts leaving. The bartender yells: Hey man, you can't just leave that Lyin there. The man replies: It's not a lion, it's a snake. Movies A man in a movie theater notices what a snake sitting next to him looks like. Are you a snake? The man
who asked, was surprised. Yes. What are you doing in the movies? The snake replied: I like the book. Joke Generators: Snake Joke 1A old snake goes to see his Doctor. Doctor, I need something for my eyes... I don't see well these days. The doctor fixes him with a pair of glasses and tells him to come
back in two weeks. The snake comes back in two weeks and tells the doctor he's very depressed. The doctor says, what's wrong... Didn't the glasses help you? Glasses thin doctor, I discovered I've only been living with a water hose for the last 2 years! Snake Joke 2 Have you heard of the stupid snake?
He lost his skin. Snake Joke 3Doctor, doctor, I keep thinking I'm a python. I can't walk around like this. Eel Joke 4 Have you heard anything about slippery eels? I didn't think so, you wouldn't understand! Snake Joke 5Hindu, are you so happy to say it politely? I'm sure charmed, the snake replied! Snake
Joke 6I'm where the two snakes talk. First of all, Sidney, why are we a snake that wraps up our prey, gets trapped to death, or ambushes and bites and poisons our prey? Said. Then the second Snake says, Why are you asking? 1. One of the answers: I just bit my lip! Snake Joke 7Anne, what did the
snake say to her crying baby? Stop crying and stick your nose in! Snake Joke 8 What do you call a python with a great bedside style? Snake player! Snake Joke 9 What do you think of the snake trying to be a bird? A feather boa! Snake Joke 10 What do you do if you find black mamba in your toilet? Wait
till it's over. Snake Joke 11 What do you get if you pass a bag of snakes and a dining cabinet? And the Kiler! Snake Joke 12Ne gladly What if you pass a python and a glowing worm? A 20-foot-long strip light that could squeeze you to death. Snake Joke 13 What do you get if you pass a trumpet and a
snake? A snake in rice! Snake Joke 14 What do you get if you pass two snakes with a magic spell? Addercadabra and abradacobra! Snake Joke 15 What can you get when they get past a snake and a kangaroo? Jump rope! Snake Joke 16 What happened when a deadly rattlesnake bit the witch? He
died in pain! Snake Joke What's the 17 Snakes' favorite opera? Wriggletto, what are you doing? What's another word for Snake Joke 18Pit? A mega-bite! Snake Joke 19 What is green, wet and whistled when you rub your back legs together? Chimney Cricket! What kind of letters did Snake Joke get from
20 Snake fans? Sharp letters! Snake Joke 21 What should you do if you find a snake sleeping in your bed? Sleep in the closet! Snake Joke 22 What song would you like to sing to snakes? Viva Aspana! Snake Joke 23 What kind of perfumes do snakes prefer? Poison from Christian Dior! Snake Joke 24
What's Python's favorite pop band? Favorite! Snake Joke 25 What's the snake's favorite dance? Snakes, rattles and rolls! Snake Joke 26 What is the snake's favorite flower? Coily-flowers! Snake Joke 27 What is the Snakes' favorite TV show? Monty Python! Snake Joke 28Long, what is green and hith? A
snake from Lisp! Snake Joke 29 What's the difference between a school principal and a venomous snake? You can make pets out of a snake! Snake Joke 30 What hand would you use to get a dangerous snake? Anyone else! Snake Joke 31 Why is it hard to fool snakes? He's got no legs to pull! Snake
Joke 32 Why did two boa snakes get married? Because they were in love! Snake Joke 33 Why did the viper, viper nose? Because the collector, the picker, the handkerchief! Snake PunsSnake Pun 1 What did one snake say to another? Hiss off! What did Snake Pun 2 Say to the rat in the snake corner?
Hiss is the end of the line for you! Snake Pun 3 What did the snake say when i asked him another time? Don't hang me! What did Snake Pun say when he was offered a piece of cheese? Thanks, I'll just have a splinter! Snake Pun 5 What do most people do when they see a python? They'll hug again!
Snake Pun 6Things, what's in the bath towels? Hiss and His! Snake Pun 7 What do you think of the snake that called the police? A weed snake! Snake Pun 8 What do you think of a snake working for the government? A civilian snake! Snake Pun 9 What do you get if you pass a newborn snake with a
basketball? A bouncing baby boa! Snake Pun 10 What do you get to cross a snake and lego set? A boa maker! Snake Pun 11 What do you get from a snake and a pig cross? A pig snake! Snake Pun 12 What do you get to cross a snake with a hot dog? It's a spike. Snake Pun 13 What do you give a sick
snake? Asp-rin! Snake Pun 14 What kind of snake is good at math? It's a collector. Snake Pun 15 What kind of snake is useful on your windshield? It's a viper! Snake Pun 16What the sums are good? Collectors! Snake Pun 17 Which topic are the best at school? Hiss-tory! Snake Pun 18 What is a snake's
favorite dish? Hiss Cakes! Snake Pun 19 What is the Snakes' favorite dance? Mamba! Snake Pun 20 What's the best thing about deadly snakes? They're poisonous! Snake Pun 21 Why don't you trust snakes? They speak forked tongues! Snake Pun 22 Why did some disobey Noah? They couldn't, they
were collectors! Why did Snake Pun 23 Python do national service? Curled up! Snake Pun 24Viper why did he want to be a python? It's curling up. Snake Pun 25 Why doesn't the snake get into the weighing machine? Because he had his own scales! Scales!
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